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Teaching interpersonal skills 
for better communication

Chia Suan Chong

Pavilion ELT Live! 22nd June 2019

Why interpersonal skills?

 Good interpersonal skills are the foundation of 
good relationships.

 Good interpersonal skills are essential for the 
workplace and for career success.

 Improving our interpersonal skills is a lifelong 
journey and starts with the ability to reflect.
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Interpersonal Skills

 Trust-building

 Collaboration

 Influencing

 Conflict management

 Communication skills

 Active listening skills

 Giving/Receiving feedback

 Intercultural skills
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Influencing

You want to convince your partner 
to spend their lunch time 
tomorrow going to a training 
session on communication skills 
with you. 

Your partner is overloaded with 
emails to reply and wanted to use 
lunchtime to do this.

How would you go about 
persuading them?
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Influencing
(A)

(B)

Influencing
(A) Push

(B) Pull
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Influencing
(C)

(B)

(D)

Influencing
(C) Push

(B)

(D) Pull
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Different ways of pushing

Different ways of pulling
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Different influencing styles

Asserting 

Convincing

Negotiating

Bridging

Do you have a dominant style?

Successful International Communication, 2018

Fred tried to get Yipei on board with the new reporting 
system that required team members to prepare a weekly 
report for their Wednesday team meetings.

Yipei seemed reluctant and so Fred called her into his 
office for a face-to-face chat about her reservations. 
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Yipei starting talking about the importance of developing 
professionally and not becoming complacent with her IT 
skills. 

Fred could not understand why she was changing the 
subject and tried to ask her how she felt about reporting 
back every Wednesday. 

Yipei responded by talking 
about how grateful she was 

that the company was 
sending her on an evening IT 
course and how much she 

was enjoying the opportunity 
to grow. 

Successful International Communication, 2018

The four options he considered were:

A. Not pursue the matter any further

B. Ask Yipei what her evening classes 
had to do with the weekly reports

A. Look into Yipei’s evening IT classes 
that the company was sending her on

B. Reprimand Yipei for not answering his questions and 
insist on a direct response: ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to weekly reports.
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Conflict 

The Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument
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How would you approach this?

Your manager said a colleague has voiced an issue with 
the way you clock out of the office at 5pm everyday 
and how you don’t acknowledge how most of your 
colleagues work till almost 10pm every night. 

You have family obligations and you had assumed that 
your colleagues all know that.

How would you approach this?

• Your name is Deborah but Lee from Finance keeps calling 
you Debbie. You don’t like that nickname.
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How would you approach this?

• Your team member often CCs your manager in all your 
email communication. Your manager then gets involved 
in all the smaller decisions you make. You find this 
unnecessary and it affects the way you deal with certain 
issues.

How would you approach this?

• Your counterpart in head office on the other side of the 
globe has a habit of calling you at 2am once a month for 
your department reports.
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How would you approach this?

• You often find that when you come back to your desk in 
the morning, things have been moved around and are 
not always easy to find. You realise that a colleague 
working a different shift has been using your desk in the 
evenings.

The Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument
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Communicating in conflict situations

10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity
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Communicating in conflict situations

10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations
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Communicating in conflict situations

Communicating in conflict situations
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

Communicating in conflict situations
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Communicating in conflict situations

10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples
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Communicating in conflict situations

Communicating in conflict situations
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

Communicating in conflict situations
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

6. Don’t focus on insulting their personalities

Communicating in conflict situations
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

6. Don’t focus on insulting their personalities

7. Don’t get defensive and do a tit-for-tat

Communicating in conflict situations
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

6. Don’t focus on insulting their personalities

7. Don’t get defensive and do a tit-for-tat

8. Don’t interrupt

10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

6. Don’t focus on insulting their personalities

7. Don’t get defensive and do a tit-for-tat

8. Don’t interrupt

9. Don’t ignore what is being said
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10 don’ts for 
communicating in a conflict situation
1. Don’t start with a lot of negativity

2. Don’t make generalisations

3. Don’t present feelings as fact

4. Don’t’ bring up irrelevant past examples

5. Avoid using emotional words and adverbs

6. Don’t focus on insulting their personalities

7. Don’t get defensive and do a tit-for-tat

8. Don’t interrupt

9. Don’t ignore what is being said

10.Don’t focus solely on the past

Communicating in conflict situations
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Listening is being able to be 
changed by the other person.

Alan Alda

Successful International Communication, 2018
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“People say I’m a good listener!”

10 tips for active listening
 Listen. Really listen.

 Respect the speaker.

 Show that you’re listening.

 Hold back judgments and don’t interrupt.

 Be curious. Ask questions.

 Use their name.

 Try to feel what the speaker is feeling.

 Clarify and summarise what is being said.

 Respond appropriately.

 Don’t assume you know what the speaker wants from the 
interaction.
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And remember…

 Different people listen in different ways.

PERSONAL COMMUNICATION STYLES
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To find out more…

Thank you very much!
Chia Suan Chong

Author of Successful International Communication

Twitter : @chiasuan

@etprofessional

LinkedIn: Chia Suan Chong

Blog:   www.etprofessional.com
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